SiteLogisx
Practice Law. Leave the Rest to Us.
Litigation Support Services
Paper Discovery
Using a combination of the best equipment, leading software, proven protocols, and some of the most experienced
operators in the business, SiteLogistix performs “traditional” litigation support as well as any of its competition. We
have successfully managed some of the largest document productions in the
world, across multiple jurisdictions, involving dozens of staff and thousands of
boxes of documents.
SiteLogistix provides all the paper-oriented services needed to properly and

TRADITIONAL
SERVICES,
PERFECTED.

efficiently conduct discovery – from copying, printing and binding; to scanning,
OCR and objective coding; to court-ordered document (and other evidence) preservation and access. SiteLogistix
continually refines its process and controls to ensure that it employs the best practices possible.

SiteLogistix paper discovery services include:
Multi-Jurisdictional Collections
Photocopying & Scanning
Bates Stamping
Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
Objective Coding
Blowback Printing
Exhibit Mounting

Litigation Support Services

Legal Hold & Notification
SiteLogistix’s discovery experts will help you preserve relevant
information and notify document custodians in anticipation of
litigation. We will manage the entire legal hold process, from
administering hold notices, to tracking responses and ensuring
compliance. With SiteLogistix, you can be confident that enterprise

TO PROTECT
AND PRESERVE.

hardcopy documents and ESI
are maintained properly and
consistently from the outset of
discovery.

Digital Forensics
Forensic data discovery is a highly technical field, requiring trained experts with specialized knowledge about
how to recover deleted files, preserve metadata, and maintain proper chain of custody. With experience in many
criminal and white-collar cases involving both state and federal regulators, SiteLogistix can help you navigate

IF IT’S IN THE DATA,
WE’LL HUNT IT DOWN.

this highly technical process. Our discovery forensic experts
are trained in various preservation and collection methods
that span almost every data store, including Mac and
Mobile operating systems.

SiteLogistix forensic services include:
On-Site Data Preservation & Collection
Forensic Imaging
Hard Drive Duplication & Recovery
Deleted File Recovery & Analysis
Backup Tape Restoration

Document Processing, Loading & Hosting
SiteLogistix is a leading provider of legal document and data hosting
services. We combine superior document review products with legal
and technology expertise to manage case data exactly as clients
demand, and with efficiencies that other companies cannot offer. Our
project managers are expertly trained to help clients choose the right
tools for their case and our discovery professionals have in-depth
knowledge of the legal technologies and procedures needed to collect,
process, and maintain litigation data in a seamless and defensible
way. SiteLogistix’s state-of-the-art data facility is equipped with the IT
infrastructure and personnel required to ensure that clients can access
their data reliably and securely.

WHERE TRUTH
MEETS TECHNOLOGY.

SiteLogistix takes great care in extracting, converting, and
cataloging relevant data to ensure that every data set is accurate
and complete. We perform all electronic processing (de-duping,
culling, etc.) using the best tools and practices in the industry.
Investments in these technologies allow our customers to learn

immediately what evidence they have, while drastically reducing the amount of documents to be reviewed.
Similarly, SiteLogistix make document analytics simple and efficient through the use of advanced technologies
such as document clustering, categorization, conceptual searching, predictive coding, and email thread analysis.
We provide our clients with not only the ability to search, code, redact, and produce documents, but also the
tools necessary to track the speed and quality of a review.
SiteLogistix e-discovery services include:
Native File Processing

Advanced Search, Analytics, and Review

File Conversion, De-duplication & Filtering

Production

Data Hosting

Early Case Assessment
Using powerful Early Case Assessment technology, SiteLogistix helps our clients
prepare for and respond to litigation. We will help you make informed decisions
about case strategy and provide accurate estimates on the resources required to
pursue an effective discovery process. Our ECA technology will also provide you
with a snapshot of the information being explored as part of pre-discovery and
attorney review; in so doing, we allow our clients to begin an efficient, defensible
discovery strategy as early as possible, thereby reducing the risks and costs
associated with a typical discovery process.

PLAN AHEAD.
PREPARE FOR
VICTORY.

Litigation Support Services
Trial Services
The SiteLogistix trail services team will provide all the support necessary
for your attorneys to present their arguments in the most efficient
and effective manner. We offer full war-room and courtroom support
services, including exhibit and document preparation, trial graphics, and

JUSTICE IS BLIND,
BUT THE JURY ISN’T.

litigation technology management.

Managed Review
SiteLogistix has managed numerous large-scale, multilingual attorney reviews for complex litigation, involving millions
of documents and highly technical review qualifications. With experience assisting partners at major law firms and
Fortune 500 GCs in successfully placing hard-working, skilled attorneys, SiteLogistix can similarly save you significant
time and money by managing your attorney review.
SiteLogistix staffs every project with an e-discovery expert who thoroughly scopes the project before it begins,
ensuring that it is completed correctly, on time, and within budget. The SiteLogistix approach to managing
e-discovery, which combines state-of-the-art
technology with robust project management, provides a
comprehensive and reliable solution for your e-discovery
needs.
While SiteLogistix maintains a secure document review
and data processing facility, we can also custom-build
a fully equipped review site near you, complete with
support staff, high-speed internet connectivity, computers,
office equipment, document review technology,
network security, videoconferencing tools, physical file
management and storage, and secured facility access.

COMPREHENSIVE
ATTORNEY REVIEW.
www.sitelogistix.com
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